THE COMPETITIVE COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION

BROADBAND

CLOUD

WIRELESS

in•no•va•tion

deliver rich services to businesses. They have invested billions of dollars
to build expansive networks using copper, fiber and wireless technologies, deploying cutting-edge IP technology for more than a decade. Our
members offer robust services utilizing cloud solutions and are full-service
providers to better serve their customers.

1. the introduction of something new
2. a new idea, method, or device

Since its inception more than three decades ago,
COMPTEL and its members have been at the forefront of innovation. Together, we have been agents of
change, introducing the new services, technologies and
business applications that continue to redefine the communications industry.
Since 1981 we have been leading the charge to promote competition in all facets of the communications industry, regardless
of the technology. Our founders were instrumental in opening up
the long distance market, which ultimately resulted in the break-up
of the Ma Bell monopoly. The momentum continued as we worked
together to bring competition to the local telephone market, culminating in the passage of the 1996
Telecommunications Act.
Our members, too, have been leaders in their own rights. They have developed and introduced advanced technologies, new services and creative solutions
to the marketplace. They were vanguards
in bringing broadband to the masses, using
advanced technology to leverage the
nation’s ubiquitous copper infrastructure.
They introduced Ethernet solutions to

Despite these successes, our work is not done. Our advocacy efforts must
continue to ensure that incumbent providers do not unduly leverage their
market power to reduce or limit competition and to protect our competitive
rights so consumers have a choice of services and providers.

COMPTEL’s longevity and the success
it has achieved over the past three
decades is a true testament to the
association’s dedicated board, CEO
and staff. COMPTEL continues to spur
innovation and job creation through
its COMPTEL PLUS conventions and
bring benefits to consumers and small
businesses across the country with
its advocacy for the new technologies
and services offered by the competitive
telecom industry.

We are pleased to present our 2012 annual report to highlight how COMPTEL
continues to work with, and on behalf of, its members to create even greater
opportunities to promote innovation today and long into the future for the communications industry and its customers. We know that the best consumer protection
is a market with robust wholesale and retail competition and our association is
committed to this goal.
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Jerry James, CEO, COMPTEL

DALE SCHMICK, CHAIRMAN, COMPTEL,
AND COO, YOURTEL AMERICA INC.
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MEMBERSHIP
In 2012, COMPTEL entered its 31st year representing all sectors
of the competitive communications industry and fostering business opportunities for its members. COMPTEL member companies benefit from year-round advocacy, marketing, networking and educational opportunities that assist their respective
organizations in remaining ahead of their competition and
any looming economic and policy changes. Throughout its
history, COMPTEL has achieved success at the Federal Communications Commission, in the courts and on Capitol Hill.
Additionally, our COMPTEL PLUS conventions have become
known as top events for providers and their supplier partners
to network, cultivate valuable partnerships, negotiate business transactions and learn about the latest industry trends.
During the year, we expanded on the variety of companies
that make up our membership, attracting cloud providers,
incumbent telcos that have CLEC operations, VoIP companies, triple play providers, wireless businesses, unified
communications companies, as well as firms that offer
financing and professional services to the industry. During
the year, membership grew 12 percent as we welcomed
36 new companies into the association (see box at right).

NEW MEMBERS IN 2012
910 Telecom

• Infinera

• Patterson Consulting

Alteryx

• InfoVista

• PlexStar

• LogiSense

• Shango

• LSSiData

• SMS/800 Inc.

• Lumos Networks

• Transaction Network
Services

Bottom Line
Solutions
BTI Systems
dishNet Wireline
DrayTek Corp.
Enoch Kever, PLLC
ETC Group, LLC
Fatbeam
Global IP Tandem
Hayneville Fiber
Transport
Herrera & Boyle
Hilliary Communications
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We have supported COMPTEL since our company’s founding
because it is an important resource, creating a unique
community within the industry where providers and vendors
share information and develop valuable relationships. Our
membership opens up opportunities to meet, peer and partner
with other industry leaders to grow, innovate and succeed.
In addition to the unmatched networking and educational
opportunities facilitated by the COMPTEL PLUS shows, COMPTEL
plays a vital role in the growth of the competitive communications
industry by providing one voice for regulatory and legislative action.

• Maine Fiber Company
• New Hampshire
Optical Systems
• New Paradigm
Resources Group
• NTT America
• Orca Wave
• Outsourcing Services
International
• Overgroup Consulting, LLC

BOB BEATY, CEO, IMPACT TELECOM

• UNITEL Insurance
• Verax Systems
• Verify Systems
• Veryx Technologies
• Vocalocity
• Voce Telecom

To enhance the value of COMPTEL, we continued to evaluate
and add to the programs we offer. Specifically we partnered with
New Paradigm Resources Group (NPRG) in an effort to expand
the availability of competitive communications market data. This
collaborative arrangement is designed to expand the availability
of market data about the competitive carrier sector and provide
the critical insights into the sector’s growth, success, ongoing
innovation and contributions to economic development. In addition to providing greater data about our industry, this partnership
enables COMPTEL members to take advantage of discounts on
research reports and custom research services.
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2013-2014 CONVENTIONS

MEETINGS
Twice each year COMPTEL hosts its COMPTEL PLUS Convention & EXPO. In 2012, these strategic events – which have an
industry-wide reputation as the place where deals are done – brought together more than 4,200 attendees total and attracted
a who’s who of service providers and vendors serving the communications industry.
The 2012 COMPTEL PLUS conventions took place in San Francisco and Dallas, featuring thought-provoking keynote speakers, such as innovation guru Phil McKinney, author of the book “Beyond the Obvious: Killer Questions
that Spark Game-Changing Innovation,” and Larissa L. Herda, chairman, CEO and president of tw telecom
inc. The educational agenda also included tracks of panel discussions featuring noted experts on regulatory
issues, technology trends and business strategies that are vital to the growth of the communications industry,
as well as workshops that provided in-depth looks at topics such as Frameworx, hosted unified communications, cloud computing and universal services.

As part of the COMPTEL PLUS C-Level agenda, we hosted CEO Breakfasts that enabled top executives of our member companies
to network and discuss issues impacting their business. In addition, these breakfasts included speakers, such as Gillis Cashman,
managing partner of M/C Partners, who talked about the impact of cloud computing, and Royce Holland, chairman of the
board of Masergy Communications, who discussed management strategies for various stages of a company’s lifecycle.

March 10-13, 2013
COMPTEL PLUS Spring 2013 Convention & EXPO
Aria, Las Vegas
March 16-19, 2014
COMPTEL PLUS Spring 2014 Convention & EXPO
Aria, Las Vegas

September 23-26, 2013
COMPTEL PLUS Fall 2013 Convention & EXPO
Gaylord Palms, Orlando
October 5-8, 2014
COMPTEL PLUS Fall 2014 Convention & EXPO
Gaylord Texan, Dallas

To better serve our attendees, in 2012 we launched a responsive website
that enables users to optimally view information about the show from any
screen, and debuted our Mobile Access Planner (MAP) for smartphones
and tablets that puts the power of COMPTEL PLUS in the palm of users’
hands. Both of these advances enable our attendees to leverage our
popular Business PLANner, an interactive meeting scheduling application, to search the list of pre-registered attendees for current and prospective customers, then set up meetings on site at the convention.

In the exhibit hall, we featured more than 200 exhibitors combined at both conventions, including 44 companies that
exhibited for the first time. The EXPO was a constant hub of activity, as our exhibitors showcased their new products and
solutions, and made connections for valuable business deals.

Our sponsorships of the COMPTEL PLUS tradeshows
are of tremendous value. The increase in customer
meetings, the enhanced visibility amongst our peers
and the connections with vendors and strategic
partners yield significant benefits to our company.
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KEVIN O’CONNOR, PRESIDENT & CEO
TECH VALLEY COMMUNICATIONS

The educational opportunities offered by COMPTEL are not
limited to just the conventions. Throughout the year, we host
webinars to enrich our membership. In 2012, the COMPTEL
Webinar Program featured two webinars – “Software-Defined
Networks: What Every Facilities-Based Service Provider Needs to
Know,” led by Cyan, and “Bringing Science to the Art of Backbone
Capacity Planning –
A Flow and Analytics
Based Approach,”
led by InfoVista. The
archives of these,
and other webinars,
can be found on the
COMPTEL website.
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ADVOCACY
COMPTEL plays a vital role in ensuring that the interests of its members
– no matter how small or large – are represented before the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC), on Capitol Hill, in the courts
and around the country. Our advocacy efforts through the years have
resulted in numerous successes that have given our members the
freedom to deliver innovative products and services and become
valuable competitive alternatives for businesses and consumers.

Throughout the year, COMPTEL continued to address several long-standing, important issues before regulators and lawmakers, including:

COMPTEL is an important voice for those working to compete on
a level playing field. The work that COMPTEL is doing to ensure
that interconnection remains available to competitors, for example,
is paramount as the public network of the future moves to Internet
Protocol. We look forward to continuing our work with COMPTEL to protect
the competitive telecommunications marketplace.
VONYA MCCANN, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS, SPRINT

Additionally, COMPTEL is a go-to source for Congressional committees and staff seeking comment and input on telecommunications issues. In
2012, we continued our efforts to educate members of Congress and staff via meet and greets, and briefings on the competitive industry featuring
representatives from our member companies. COMPTEL’s input was sought on a number of current issues including privacy, cyber security and the
role of small businesses in the broadband marketplace.
In 2012, COMPTEL achieved a number of positive results in both the courts and before the FCC:

QWEST FORBEARANCE

CABLE-CLEC MERGERS

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the 10th Circuit affirmed the FCC’s decision
denying Qwest’s Petition for Forbearance from Section 251 unbundling
obligations and dominant carrier regulation in the Phoenix, Ariz., MSA.

The FCC granted forbearance from enforcement of Section 652’s prohibition on cable company acquisitions of more than 10 percent of
competitive local exchange carriers in instances where there is service
area overlap.

LIFELINE
In its major overhaul of the Lifeline program, the FCC set a savings
target, rather than capping the total amount available for providing low-income consumers telephone service and it instituted a pilot
program regarding expansion of the program to include broadband
Internet access. The FCC also adopted rules to implement a National
Accountability Database to eliminate duplicate claims.
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OUTAGE REPORTING FOR VOIP PROVIDERS
The FCC extended the mandatory outage reporting requirements to
facilities-based and non-facilities-based interconnected VoIP providers. However, in response to strong objections from the industry, the
FCC deferred action on outage reporting requirements for broadband
Internet access service providers and on service/performance degradation reporting requirements for interconnected VoIP providers that were
originally proposed in the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM).

SPECIAL ACCESS REFORM
On January 26, 2012, COMPTEL and its fellow filers withdrew the Petition for Mandamus filed with the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit asking the Court to direct the FCC to conclude the Special Access Rulemaking proceeding within six months. Since that time,
the FCC has issued an order suspending the pricing flexibility rules pending the adoption of revised rules for determining whether regulatory relief
for special access facilities is warranted. In addition, the FCC has initiated a mandatory data collection process and released a further notice of
proposed rulemaking (FNPRM) requesting comments on how it should use the data it receives to evaluate competition in the special access market. A number of competitive providers and end-users groups filed a petition, which COMPTEL supports, that seeks to reverse forbearance from
dominant carrier regulation and certain Computer Inquiry requirements granted to Verizon, AT&T, legacy Embarq, Frontier and legacy Qwest in
their provision of non-TDM-based special access services.

IP INTERCONNECTION
Competitive providers have been, and continue to be, the leaders in deploying Internet Protocol (IP) in their networks and using it to provide managed
VoIP services, which do not run over the public Internet, to its customers.
The industry’s transition to this technology is part of the natural evolution
of the PSTN. Incumbents, however, are using this technological change
to seek deregulation and avoid obligations under the ’96 Telecom
Act. Though the FCC has stated that interconnection requirements
are technology-neutral and that it expects carriers to negotiate in
good faith in response to requests for IP-to-IP interconnection for
the exchange of voice traffic, it has sought comment on the legal
basis. We continue to educate lawmakers on the issue and advocate for the FCC to prevent carriers from frustrating IP-to-IP
interconnection negotiations by affirming that Section 251 of
the Act and its call for negotiation within the framework of
Section 252 applies specifically to IP-to-IP interconnection
for managed services. This will ensure the market has an
opportunity to evolve within a competitive framework of
nondiscrimination, public disclosure and opt-in to existing interconnection agreements.

Larissa Herda, Chairman, CEO and President, tw telecom inc.
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ADVOCACY
LAST MILE ACCESS

SMALL BUSINESS

Maintaining access to last mile facilities remains a core objective for COMPTEL’s advocacy
at the FCC and on Capitol Hill. COMPTEL continues to aggressively argue for preservation
of copper and access to packetized facilities. A number of leading developers and manufacturers of Carrier Ethernet products for communications service providers, as well as members of Congress, sent letters to the FCC in support COMPTEL’s request that the Commission
revisit its copper retirement rules.

UNIVERSAL SERVICE
The FCC substantially revised the rules applicable to Lifeline and Link Up service for low-income customers and issued a FNPRM requesting comments on the implementation of a
National Eligibility Database, designed to verify consumers’ eligibility for Lifeline service and
reduce waste, fraud and abuse. Additionally, the FCC issued an NPRM requesting comment
on changes that it should make to the universal service contribution rules. COMPTEL urged
the FCC to substantially expand the contribution base in an effort to reduce the ever-increasing assessment factor and to ensure that all providers and services that touch the PSTN and
benefit from it contribute to the universal service fund.
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In early 2012, COMPTEL provided testimony to the House Committee on Small
Business regarding broadband and its use to encourage small business growth.
With many of COMPTEL members being small businesses themselves, we advocated for focus on policies that benefit small business service providers, as well as
small business end users. We also participated in the Small Business Committee’s
Telecom and Tech Working Group.

FORBEARANCE PETITIONS

CYBER SECURITY

USTelecom, on behalf of its ILEC members,
filed a Petition for Forbearance from a broad
range of what it characterizes as legacy telecommunications regulations that are no
longer relevant in today’s telecommunications market. COMPTEL opposed the grant
of forbearance for those rules that are still
necessary to promote effective competition.
While some of the regulations from which
the group seeks forbearance may have outlived their usefulness, we argued that a grant
of forbearance from many of the other regulations would be harmful to both competitors
and consumers.

COMPTEL provided input to Congressional committees on cyber security, and
endorsed H.R. 3523, the Cyber Intelligence Sharing and Protection Act. This
bipartisan bill passed the House of Representatives and was one of the primary
vehicles for encouraging greater information sharing on cyber threats between
the private sector and the federal government.

SPECTRUM
COMPTEL supported advocacy to ensure that the FCC retained its ability to structure spectrum auctions so that they remain competitive and provide all companies the opportunity to bid. COMPTEL also worked with member companies with
regard to the FCC’s spectrum license renewal process and build out requirements.

IN THE STATES
In an arbitration proceeding involving AT&T, the Michigan Public Service Commission ruled against several CLECs on their request for a provision in the interconnection agreement allowing use of dark fiber entrance facilities for interconnection purposes. Because the ruling seemed to undermine the U.S. Supreme
Court’s decision on the use of entrance facilities for interconnection purposes,
COMPTEL filed comments in support of the CLECs’ petition for rehearing. The
CLECs subsequently reached an agreement with AT&T on the issue.
Sharon Gillett, Chief, FCC Wireline Competition Bureau
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FINANCIALS
ASSETS

2012

2011

$1,589,204

$1,631,639

$1,010

$1,730

$223,315

$155,450

$4,983,338

$4,319,902

Property and equipment, net

$53,152

$99,720

Restricted investment

$76,875

$76,537

Deferred compensation

$44,649

$68,672

$6,971,543

$6,353,650

2012

2011

Accounts payable and accrued expenses

$92,404

$100,732

Deferred revenue

$971,819

$898,148

Deferred lease incentive-current

$36,719

$39,926

$ -0-

$36,659

Deferred compensation

$44,649

$68,672

Other liabilities

$23,547

$44,526

Total Liabilities

$1,169,138

$1,188,663

Net assets-unrestricted

$5,802,405

$5,164,987

Total Liabilities and Net Assets

$6,971,543

$6,353,650

Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses
Investments

Total Assets

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

Deferred lease incentive-long term
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Success depends on
efficient use of resources.
COMPTEL PLUS trade
shows provide a platform for
increased sales and stronger
customer relationships. That’s
why HyperCube makes COMPTEL
PLUS a sales-team destination.
RONALD R. BEAUMONT
PRESIDENT, HYPERCUBE, LLC
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CHAIRMAN

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AT LARGE

BOARD MEMBERS

YourTel America, Inc.

Cbeyond, Inc.

Alpheus Communications, LLC

FiberTower

Lightyear Network Solutions

Dale R. Schmick
Chief Operating Officer

Julia Strow
Co-Founder

Scott Widham
CEO

Joseph Sandri
Senior Vice President

J. Sherman Henderson III
President and CEO

VICE CHAIRMAN

EarthLink

ANPI Zone Telecom, Inc.

Matrix Telecom, Inc.

Jerry Watts
Vice President
Government and Industry Affairs

Gene Chohon
Vice President, Sales and
Market Development

Kurt van Wagenen
President & CEO

Sprint

Broadview Networks

Matt Carter
President
Sprint Wholesale Solutions

Michael K. Robinson
President and CEO

tw telecom, inc.
Rochelle Jones
Senior Vice President
Don Shepheard
Vice President
Federal Regulatory Affairs
and Policy

TREASURER
TDS
Jim Butman
Group President

Ben Vos
Vice President
Business Operations
Wholesale & Emerging Solutions

TSI
Deborah Ward
CEO

DDR Broadband Networks
Grey Humphrey
Vice Chairman

FastTrack Communications Inc.
John Monday
Director, IP and Voice Services

FatBeam
Gregory Green
President

FiberLight LLC
Kevin B. Coyne
President and COO
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FPL FiberNet LLC
David Eckmann
Director, Core Business Development
Legal and Regulatory Affairs
Timothy Young
Director, Project Management Office

Global Convergence Solutions
Chris Birdsall
Executive Vice President, Global Sales

Jerry Ou
President and CEO

Tech Valley Communications
Kevin O’Connor
President and CEO

TelePacific Communications
Russ Shipley
Senior Vice President
Wholesale and Network Services

TeleQuality Communications, Inc.
Tim Koxlien
CEO

United Gateway LLC
Gary Fry
Managing Partner

Granite Telecommunications LLC
Sam Kline
Vice President, Strategic Initiatives

Hypercube LLC
Ron Beaumont
Founder and CEO

Kansas Fiber Network
Steven Dorf
President and General Manager

COMPTEL is an influential advocate for innovation and advancement in our industry.
Decisions that impact our industry require a deep understanding of how each choice
affects a highly complex network of companies, and COMPTEL is the best representation
of these diverse voices. The association’s lobbying efforts are relevant and valuable
as we collectively seek to preserve, enhance and promote healthy competition and
collaboration in our industry, including industry responses to challenging regulatory issues.
JERRY OU, CEO, MATRIX TELECOM
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MEMBER DEMOGRAPHICS
COMPTEL MEMBERS BY TYPE OF BUSINESS
Carrier

Professional
International

Voting

Supplier

COMPTEL MEMBERS BY REVENUE
>$500 million
$100 - $500 million

$25 - $100 million

$10 - $25 million
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$0 - $10 million

As a small regional competitive access provider, COMPTEL
provides a critical part of our representation with respect to
regulatory law. Because of our size, we are not in a position
to hire regulatory and legal counsel in D.C. COMPTEL
provides us this important representation. Additionally
the COMPTEL PLUS shows provide us access to numerous
vendors and key industry leaders in one location. By
attending these events, we can greatly manage our costs
while keeping Fatbeam on the forefront of our industry.
GREG GREEN, PRESIDENT, FATBEAM
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MEMBER COMPANIES
360networks
910 telecom dba Denver Gas & Electric Building
911 Enable
Accedian Networks Inc.
Access Point Inc.
Alliance Group Services, Inc.
Alpheus Communications, LLC
Alteryx
American Fiber Systems
Americatel Corporation
ANPI Zone Telecom
Arent Fox LLP
ATL Communications
Atlantic-ACM
BalsamWest FiberNET, LLC
BCN Telecom, Inc.
BillSoft, Inc.
Bingham McCutchen LLP
Birch Horton Bittner and Cherot PC
Bottom Line Solutions
Broadview Networks
BTI Systems
Cable & Wireless Worldwide
CABS Agent
CALTEL
Casey, Gentz & Bayliff , L.L.P.
Cbeyond, Inc.
CCH, a Wolters Kluwer Business
CenturyLink
CGM, LLC
Charter Business
CHR Solutions, Inc.
Cisco Systems
CIT Group, Inc.
CoBank
COMLINK
Communications Data Group
Compliance Solutions, Inc.

CompSouth (Competitive Carriers of the South, Inc.)
Consolidated Communications
Contingent Network Services LLC
CoreTel Communications
CoStreet Communications
Creative Interconnect Communications, LLC
Creative Support Solutions, LLC
CSF Corporation
CustomCall Data Systems, Inc.
Cyan
Dash Carrier Services
Data Connection Corp. (MetaSwitch)
Data Tech, Inc.
Davis Wright Tremaine LLP
DDR Broadband Networks
Dexter Systems, Inc.
Dickstein Shapiro
dishNet Wireline, LLC
DoubleHorn Communications, LLC
DrayTek Corp.
DSET Corporation
DukeNet Communications
DW Legal
EarthLink Carrier Services
Easton Telecom Services, LLC
Eckert Seamans Cherin & Mellott, LLC
Edison Carrier Solutions
Emerios
Endstream Communications, LLC
Enghouse Networks – Pulse, NetOne Suite,
Data Services
Enoch Kever, PLLC
Enventis Telecom, Inc.
Equinox Information Systems
ETC Group, LLC
Excel Telecommunications
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FairPoint Communications
FAS TEK Compliance Solutions, Inc.
FastTrack Communications, Inc.
Fatbeam, LLC
Federation of Internet Service Providers
of the Americas (FISPA)
FiberLight LLC
Fiberlink, LLC
Fibertech Networks, LLC
FiberTower
FPL FiberNet LLC
Fujitsu Network Communications, Inc.
Garvey Schubert Barer
GENBAND
Genuent
GeoResults, Inc.
Gillan Associates
Global Capacity
Global Convergence Solutions
Global IP Tandem
GLOBALINX
Granite Telecommunications LLC
GSAssociates, LLC
GWI – Great Works Internet
Hayneville Fiber Transport

Herrera & Boyle
Hilliary Communications, LLC
Hypercube LLC
IDI Billing Solutions
Impact Telecom
Independent Optical Network
iNetworks Group, Inc.
Infinera
InfoVista
IntelePeer
InterMetro Communications
Interstate FiberNet
(EarthLink Business Company)
Iowa Network Services
IRIS Networks
Kansas Fiber Network
Kelley Drye & Warren LLP
Kiesling Associates LLP
Knology
Life Wireless Holdings, LLC
LightRiver Technologies, Inc.
LightSpeed Technologies
LightSquared

As an industry, COMPTEL holds an integral place
in our present and future. COMPTEL is a fierce
advocate for a competitive telecommunications
market, safeguarding stability and a
level playing field.
CHRIS BIRDSALL, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
OF WORLDWIDE SALES
GLOBAL CONVERGENCE SOLUTIONS

Local Backhaul Networks, LLC
LogiSense
Logix Communications
LS Networks
LSSiData
Lumos Networks
Maine Fiber Company, Inc.
Marcatel / Vivaro
Matrix Telecom, Inc.
MegaGate Broadband
Michigan Internet and Telecommunications
Alliance
Microsoft
Microtech-tel
Mid-Atlantic Broadband Cooperative
MRV Communications
MTI – Midwestern Telecommunications, Inc.
NEF, Inc.
Neustar, Inc.
New Hampshire Optical Systems
New Paradigm Resources Group
NTT America
O1 Communications, Inc.
Omnitron Systems Technology, Inc.
Optelian
Orca Wave, LLC
Outsourcing Services International
Overgroup Consulting, LLC
Overture Networks
PAETEC
Patterson Advisory Group
Peerless Network, Inc.
Plexstar, Inc.
Positron Access Solutions, Inc.
Power & Telephone Supply Co.
Preferred Long Distance
Profitec Billing Services, Inc.
QBE – Farmers Union Insurance

Rad Data Communications
Raisecom USA
RBC Daniels
RCN Telecom Services, LLC
Ready Wireless, LLC
Reunion Communications, Inc.
RiverRock Systems
RTC Associates, LLC
Sales Tax Associates, Inc.
Sandy Beaches Software
Sansay, Inc.
segTEL, Inc.
Shango
Sidera Networks
SMS/800, Inc.
snom technology, Inc.
Spirit Communications
Sprint
SRP Telecom
Sunesys, LLC
Syniverse Technologies
Taqua, LLC
TCO Network, Inc.
TDS
Team Fishel
Tech Valley Communications
Technologies Management, Inc.
Telecom Service Bureau, Inc.
TeleCommunication Systems, Inc.
TelePacific Communications
TeleQuality Communications, Inc.
TeleSphere Software
TeliaSonera International Carrier
Telispire
TelNet Worldwide
TexalTel
The Commpliance Group, Inc.
Thermo Credit, LLC
Time Warner Cable Business
Tower Cloud
Transaction Network Services

Transcom Holdings, Inc.
Transmode
TransNexus
TransTelco, Inc.
TSI
tw telecom, Inc.
UDP
United Gateway, LLC
UNITEL Insurance
Unity Telecom
US Signal Company LLC
USCarrier Telecom
VarData, LLC
Verax Systems
Verify Systems
Verizon
Vertek Corporation
Veryx Technologies Inc.
VIXXI Solutions
Vocalocity
Voce Telecom
Walker and Associates
WCI
Wide Voice, LLC
Windstream
Worldwide Supply
Xtel Communications, Inc.
YourTel America, Inc.
Zeus Telecommunications LLC
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